I WISH
YOU COULD'VE BEEN THERE
Betty Ortelt
... and wine was not as sweet as sound to the ear
Gary Booth

Laura Anderson
and the air was music
and the air was pure wonderful
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WONDERFUL WONDERFUL WONDERFUL
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Bill Melfi
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Bill Murphy
with still shining eyes
yet more profound
to unlock future's door
Bob Lefebvre
there is youth in the magic of courage

and known by he that dreams

the dream
Bob Gallagher
of books the power of truth
the poetry of beauty
always find us young
in mirrors rightly seeing
but known only to ourselves
rightly seen
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pause and pass
smiling as I pass

shadowed fields of life
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to those who go goodbye it's over
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it's over
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it's over
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all over.
to those who come  hello  remember
wherever there is knowledge . . .
sweet feeling of freedom
long I followed
happy guides together
and climbed the misty hill
to see the stars
and know other worlds
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and the future?
YES YES YES

The Beginning
on the long
    walk down
long roads
    past trees
bare and black
    that touch
before me
    the depths
of thoughts
to think beyond
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